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A new lightweight, poetic, handcrafted project
has emerged from the joint efforts of Italian
designer Luca Nichetto and the multidisciplinary
working group Nendo founded by Japanese
architect Oki Sato - the new Kurage table lamp. In
Japanese kurage means jellyfish and the lamp
does in fact resemble a sea animal which dances
through the seas cradled by a suffused light,
obtained thanks to the use of the finest Japanese
washi paper. The diffuser is then simply rested
onto a transparent structure designed specifically
to ensure it is shadow free. Kurage is made

thanks to a very particular workmanship
technique that is based on the manufacturing of
3D washi paper. Obtained from mulberry tree
fibres, washi paper is both smooth and porous
and filters the light creating a relaxing, cosy and
emotional atmosphere. Four slender natural
coloured ashwood legs finish off the lamp
together with a white ceramic lamp holder and an
electric cable covered in a paper fibre sock.

Kurage, table
technical info

Description
The 3D washi paper diffuser simply rested
on a transparent structure, designed to
ensure it is shadow free; white ceramic lamp
holder, natural ash wood frame, switch on
the electric cable covered in a paper fibre
sock.

Model
Weight
net kg: 0,70
gross kg: 0,00
Packaging
vol. m3: 0,000
n. boxes: 1

Bulbs
LED retrofit/Fluo 1x20W E27

Certifications

Materials Washi paper and ashwood
Colors white

Brightness light
diffused light

2D/3D drawings
photometric info
assembly instructions

download area

Energy Class
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Watch the video Kurage

Luca Nichetto was born in Venice in 1976 where he
graduated in Industrial Design. In 2006 he founded
his studio, Nichetto&Partners, that deals with
Design Consultant as well as Industrial Design. He
held workshops in different universities in Italy and
abroad and he takes part to exhibition in Europe,
United States and Japan. Nendo is a design firm
founded in 2002 in Tokyo, with architect Oki Sato
as its principal. The firm realizes its goal of
bringing small surprises to people through a
multidisciplinary practice whose media include
architecture, interiors, furniture, industrial
products and graphic design. Nendo opened their
Milan office in 2005, and have achieved
international recognition for their award-winning
designs for European manufacturers including
Cappellini, De Padova, Kartell, Foscarini, Boffi and
Driade.

Go to concept site for Kurage
www.foscarini.com/kurage
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